AR Language Teacher

Goal: Show the name of objects which are visible in the field of view
in a chosen language in order to learn new vocabulary interactively.

Description:
Use state-of-the-art object detection (YOLO [1]) to identify known objects in the field of view and show
their names in the language of choice in real-time on a HoloLens 2 device. Besides showing the
translation further information can be shown upon user requests. Moreover, there are sometimes
many object instances of the same type in the field of view which might be distracting for the user and
requires some clever filtering that could make use of the eye tracking.
Tasks:
●
Implement and run YOLO [1] object detection on the Hololens / off-device if necessary
●
[optional] Use Hololens tracking to interpolate overlay positions when new detections
Are unavailable (due to lower detection frame rate)
●
[optional] Implement multiple languages
●
[optional]
Further
overlays
upon
user
requests
for
more
details
-> potentially link with online dictionaries
[1] Joseph Redmon, Ali Farhadi, YOLOv3: An Incremental Improvement, arXiv 2018
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.02767
Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

C++, C#, Unity3D, HoloLens

Martin Oswald
<martin.oswald@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

(DSAC++)++: Improving Diff. RANSAC for Localization

Goal:
Reimplement the DSAC pipeline in PyTorch and extend it
Description:
Implement the DSAC pipeline in PyTorch based on the reference C++ code and the simple PyTorch line-fitting example. Upon
reproduction of results from [1, 2], multiple extensions are possible: only considering “interesting” points during the sampling /
correspondence prediction by integrating a detection network [3], providing the 3D model as input and using a 2D-3D
matching network instead of “black-box” encoding of the model in the network weights, etc.
[1] DSAC - Differentiable RANSAC for Camera Localization, Brachmann et al., CVPR 2017
[2] Learning Less is More – 6D Camera Localization via 3D Surface Regression, Brachmann & Rother, CVPR 2018
[3] SuperPoint: Self-Supervised Interest Point Detection and Description, DeTone et al, CVPRW 2018

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Programming: Python, PyTorch, C++, CUDA

Mihai Dusmanu <mihai.dusmanu@inf.ethz.ch>
Viktor Larsson <viktor.larsson@inf.ethz.ch>

Understanding of Computer Vision, Probability Theory
3D Vision 2020

DeepCrust: Learning to
generate Voronoi Seeds for Meshing
Goal:
Build a deep learning network for predicting voronoi seeds.
From [3]

Description:

The crust algorithm is a method for meshing point clouds [2,3]. Given a point cloud, a voronoi diagram (figure left) is created which
yields vertices at the intersection of the voronoi cells (Voronoi Seeds). A delaunay tetrahedralization (figure right) is then performed on
both, the input points and those voronoi seeds. Finally, the triangles associated with voronoi seeds are deleted and what remains is the
so-called crust, i.e. the triangulated surface mesh. Such reconstructions usually assume that the input points don’t contain noise.
For this project, we would like to build a deep learning approach, which predicts those voronoi seeds, similar to [1]. With a suitable point
cloud encoder, we hope that we can predict the locations of those seeds reliably even when noise is present.
Instead of using self-supervision like [1], the output of the Crust algorithm should be used as ground truth.
There is c++ code available for an example implementation of the Crust algorithm [3], although it will need to be reimplemented in
Python. For tetrahedralization, it is okay to use existing libraries [4].
[1] F. Williams, D. Panozzo, K. M. Yi, and A. Tagliasacchi, “VoronoiNet: General Functional Approximators with Local Support,” arXiv:1912.03629 [cs], Dec.
2019.
[2] N. Amenta, S. Choi, and R. K. Kolluri, “The power crust,” in Proceedings of the sixth ACM symposium on Solid modeling and applications, Ann Arbor, Michigan,
USA, 2001, pp. 249–266, doi: 10.1145/376957.376986.
[3] N. Amenta, M. Bern, and M. Kamvysselis, “A New Voronoi-Based Surface Reconstruction Algorithm,” in Proceedings of the 25th annual conference on
Computer graphics and interactive techniques, 1998, pp. 415–421.
[4] https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/reference/generated/scipy.spatial.Delaunay.html

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Programming: Python and PyTorch, C++

Sandro Lombardi <sandro.lombardi@inf.ethz.ch>
Martin Oswald <martin.oswald@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

VoroCrust: Polyhedral Mesh Generation

Goal:
Reimplement the VoroCrust algorithm and evaluate it on point clouds.
Description:
The goal of this project is to implement the VoroCrust algorithm [1] for generation
of polyhedral meshes (Figure 1). It works on watertight piecewise-linear complex
surfaces (triangle meshes) and covers them through a union of balls (Figure 2,
left). The intersection of balls are used to create Voronoi seeds in order to isolate
the boundary (Figure 2, middle). Finally, the interior is seeded to acquire a
polyhedral decomposition of the mesh (Figure 3, right). We would like to explore if
this algorithm can be applied on point clouds as well.

Figure 1: From [1]

The implementation should be done in PyTorch/Python. Once, the results can be
reproduced, the algorithm can be extended to work on point clouds.
[1] A. Abdelkader et al., “VoroCrust: Voronoi Meshing Without Clipping,” arXiv:1902.08767 [cs],
Feb. 2019.

Figure 2: From [1]

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Programming: Python and PyTorch

Sandro Lombardi <sandro.lombardi@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Robot Simulation in Mixed Reality

Goal:
Have a “virtual robot” you can interact with in Mixed Reality, using a realistic physics and robot model
Description:
This project is about interacting with a holographic robot in Mixed Reality with the Hololens or mobile phone in AR,
using the Unity game engine. It will leverage extensive existing standard tools in robotics: the Robot Operating
System (ROS), the Gazebo simulator, and ROS# (which allows communication between ROS and a Unity app).
An interesting direction to take this would be to use a Hololens’s 3D map of the world to simulate a robot in that
environment. Work with cool robots without having to fix hardware!

References:
https://forum.unity.com/threads/ros-ros-ros-unity-communication-package.508725/

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Programming: Unity, C#, ROS

Helen Oleynikova <eloleyni@microsoft.com>
Jeffrey Delmerico <jedelmer@microsoft.com>

Understanding of Physics and Robotics :)
3D Vision 2020

Explore Various Encodings for Implicit
Scene Reconstruction
Goal:
Implement and compare various point encodings for the task of 3D indoor scene reconstruction
Description:
Recent 3D reconstruction methods especially with implicit functions have achieved impressive results in object level.
However, when generating to the complicated indoor scenes, these methods usually fail due to the lack of representation
power in the feature encoding parts.
This project aims at exploring the effectiveness and efficiency of various point encodings for the 3D reconstruction tasks. We
expect the students who take the project 1) develop an evaluation pipeline which can efficiently evaluate various encodings
under various datasets. 2) compare various encodings on object-level dataset, e.g. ShapeNet or ModelNet. 3) compare on a
synthetic indoor scene dataset. 4) finally compare on a real-world scene dataset, e.g. ScanNet.
References:
[1] Occupancy Networks: Learning 3D Reconstruction in Function Space, CVPR’19
[2] Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning, NeurIPS’19
[3] Learning 3D Shapes as Multi-Layered Height-maps using 2D Convolutional Networks, ECCV’18
[4] Point-PlaneNet: Plane Kernel based Convolutional Neural Network for Point Clouds Analysis, DSP’20
[5] TSRNet: Scalable 3D Surface Reconstruction Network for Point Clouds using Tangent Convolution, ArXiv’19

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Programming: Python and PyTorch, C++

Songyou Peng <songyou.peng@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Loop Closure Detection on Point Cloud

Goal:

Develop a neural network that is suitable for point cloud retrieval on large scale.
Description:

Combining structure, semantic and geometric Information for robust and efficient loop closure
detection on point clouds. In this work, we aim to extract all three modes of information from a
custom deep neural network trained specifically for the task of place recognition. The network is
trained to get a global feature space to describe both the structure and semantic layout of a point
cloud. Then local keypoints and corresponding descriptors can be extracted from the
maximally-activated regions. These keypoints will be matched globally for loop closure candidates
with some geometric verifications.
[1] Liu, Zhe, et al. "LPD-Net: 3D Point Cloud Learning for Large-Scale Place Recognition and Environment Analysis." Proceedings of the IEEE
International Conference on Computer Vision. 2019.
[2] Angelina Uy M, Hee Lee G. Pointnetvlad: Deep point cloud based retrieval for large-scale place recognition[C]//Proceedings of the IEEE
Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. 2018: 4470-4479.
[3] Christopher Choy and Jaesik Park and Vladlen Koltun.Fully Convolutional Geometric Features, Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference
on Computer Vision. 2019.

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Programming: Python (PyTorch), C++, Familiar with neural networks
dealing with 3D point cloud

Xingxing Zuo<xinzuo@ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Real-time Semantic Mapping on Instance Level

Goal:

Explore various 2D instance segmentation methods and develop a 2D-to-3D mapping pipeline.
Description:

In recent years, there has been a lot of research in 2D instance segmentation. We would like to leverage
these approaches to build a 3D instance map from 2D RGB-D and Grayscale-Depth images. To this end, we
expect the students to explore different methods for 2D instance segmentation. In parallel, an instance
mapping pipeline based on standard TSDF fusion should be implemented. Finally, we plan to run a study on
how well the explored instance segmentation methods work in the developed pipeline in terms of
segmentation performance and real-time capability. In particular we expect to text its result on real world
data capture from Hololens 2 data.
[1] He, K., Gkioxari, G., Dollar, P., & Girshick, R. (2017). Mask R-CNN. Proceedings of the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision, 2017-Octob, 2980–2988.
[2] Hu, R., Dollár, P., He, K., Darrell, T., & Girshick, R. (2017). Learning to Segment Every Thing. https://doi.org/10.1109/CVPR.2018.00445
[3] Curless, B., & Levoy, M. (1996). A volumetric method for building complex models from range images. Proceedings of the 23rd Annual Conference on …, 303–312.
[4] Izadi, S., Newcombe, R. A., Kim, D., Hilliges, O., Molyneaux, D., Hodges, S., … Fitzgibbon, A. W. (2011). KinectFusion: real-time dynamic 3D surface reconstruction and interaction.
International Conference on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, {SIGGRAPH} 2011, Vancouver, BC, Canada, August 7-11, 2011, Talks Proceedings, 23.

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Requirements: - good knowledge of both python and C/C++, - experience
with PyTorch, - knowledge of semantic segmentation

Silvan Weder <silvan.weder@inf.ethz.ch>
Silvano Galliani <sigallia@microsoft.com>

3D Vision 2020

Building and Calibration of a Multi-Sensor
Rack for Large-Scale Reconstruction
Goal:

Build and calibrate a multi-sensor rack (Azure Kinect, Lidar, Phones) for large-scale reconstruction.
Description:
In the process of solving process in computer vision, having large datasets available is key. Therefore, we would like to create
a novel dataset that can be used for various task such as feature learning, localization as well as large-scale reconstruction.
To this end, we expect the students to design a multi-sensor rack consisting of several cameras and time-of-flight sensors
following some pre-defined specifications and requirements. The task involves an analysis of different sensors for the
usability, solving problems regarding data storage, energy consumption and synchronization as well as calibrating the
assembled sensor rack. Finally, a small dataset should be recorded and ideally used for a baseline reconstruction of the
scanned scene.

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Requirements: - hands-on experience with hardware and sensors, highly motivated, - good knowledge of C++

Silvan Weder <silvan.weder@inf.ethz.ch>
Viktor Larsson <viktor.larsson@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Fixing Augmented Reality

Goal:

Make Augmented Reality devices (like phones or
tablets held in front of the user) appear transparent.

Description:

Current AR applications running on handheld devices typically just show the back
camera's image on screen. The camera's perspective does generally not match the
user's perspective and thus the device does not appear to be transparent.
Using the device's front camera in addition to the back camera, the user's eye
position relative to the device can be tracked and, using this information, the image
shown on screen can be modified to match the user's perspective and make the
device appear transparent.

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Basic knowledge in Vision. Android development (either Java, Kotlin, or
C++).

Daniel Thul <daniel.thul@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Deep Structured Implicit Functions

Goal:

Re-implement Deep Structured Implicit Functions and use it for indoor scene reconstruction.
Description:

Deep Structured Implicit Functions [1, 2] represent a 3D shape by a combination of a local analytic function
and a local deep implicit function. In their paper, they show favorable results in reconstructing and
representing single shapes from the ShapeNet [3] dataset. However, they did not investigate the potential of
the method for larger indoor scenes with multiple objects. Therefore, we would like the students to
re-implement the method in PyTorch and apply it to indoor scenes and compare it to other reconstruction
methods.
[1] Genova et al. Deep Structured Implicit Functions. arXiv, 2019. [link]
[2] Genova et al. Learning Shape Templates with Structured Implicit Functions. ICCV, 2019.
[2] Chang et al. ShapeNet: An Information-Rich 3D Model Repository. arXiv, 2015.

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Requirements: - good knowledge of Python and C++, - experience with
PyTorch, - experience with deep learning

Silvan Weder <silvan.weder@inf.ethz.ch>
Songyou Peng <songyou.peng@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

BA-Net: Dense Bundle
Adjustment Networks
Goal: Reimplement BA-Net in PyTorch

and evaluate for wide-baseline relative pose estimation
Description:

BA-Net [1] is a deep neural network that jointly estimates structure & motion for groups of images via
a differentiable dense feature-metric bundle adjustment. It nicely combines domain knowledge
(hard-coded multi-view geometry constraints) and deep learning (feature learning and depth
prediction) to address the challenging dense SfM problem.
Unfortunately, the original work trains and evaluates only on easy, small-baseline problems.
This project should
1) Implement and train this network for indoor and outdoor wide-baseline mini-SfM.
2) Evaluate and compared it against state-of-the-art sparse methods like SuperGlue [2].
3) Maybe consider some improvements: handling occlusion better, or training with self-supervision.
[1] Tang et al. BA-Net: Dense Bundle Adjustment Networks. ICLR, 2019. [link]
[2] Sarlin et al. SuperGlue: Learning Feature Matching with Graph Neural Networks. arXiv, 2019. [link]
Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Python, Deep Learning (PyTorch),
3D Computer vision

Paul-Edouard Sarlin <psarlin@ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Deep Direct Sparse-to-Dense
Localization
Goal: Train deep networks for sparse-to-dense

visual localization using feature alignment
Description:

Visual localization in changing conditions, such as day vs night, is hard. Sarlin et al. [1] proposed
Hierarchical Localization, based on image retrieval and matching of local features. Because these are
poorly repeatable in extreme conditions, Germain et al. [2] later extended it with Sparse-to-Dense
(S2D) matching, using an off-the-shelf retrieval network. In parallel, Von Stumberg et al. [3] proposed a
Gauss-Newton (GN) loss to learn features suitable for relocalization tracking via direct BA alignment.
In this project, you will push the state-of-the-art in visual localization by combining these works and
building a pipeline based on S2D direct feature-metric BA. This will require training a retrieval net with
intermediate GN loss and implementing a direct BA in PyTorch.
[1] Sarlin et al. From Coarse to Fine: Robust Hierarchical Localization at Large Scale. CVPR, 2019. [link]
[2] Germain et al. Sparse-To-Dense Hypercolumn Matching for Long-Term Visual Localization. 3DV, 2019. [link]
[3] Von Stumberg et al. GN-Net: The Gauss-Newton Loss for Multi-Weather Relocalization. RA-L, 2020. [link]
Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Python, Deep Learning (PyTorch), 3D Computer vision
Preferably: experience with COLMAP

Paul-Edouard Sarlin <psarlin@ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Build a 3D Reconstruction Pipeline for
Low-resolution Objects
Goal:

Create a 3D reconstruction pipeline to deal with low-resolution objects with just several features.
Description:
The problem of 3D reconstruction from a set of images is one of the key problems in computer vision. It has been studied a lot
and many methods have been proposed in recent years [1, 2]. However, they mostly assume objects and scenes with many
features of high resolution. For images with low resolution as 50x50 pixels (e.g. balls), the classical methods do not work well [3].
The task is to propose a method or modify an existing method to be able to reconstruct such low-resolution objects. As an
extension, the method can be modified to even be robust when dealing with blurred objects.

[1] Johannes L. Schonberger, “Structure-from-Motion Revisited”, CVPR 2016
[2] Lars Mescheder et al. “Occupancy Networks: Learning 3D Reconstruction in Function Space”, CVPR 2019
[3] Rozumnyi et al. “Sub-frame Appearance and 6D Pose Estimation of Fast Moving Objects”, arXiv 2019

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Requirements: - experience with classical 3D reconstruction methods,
SfM, MVS, Colmap - highly motivated, - good programming skills

Denys Rozumnyi <denys.rozumnyi@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Learning local feature descriptors with depth-based attention

Goal: Train a deep network to regress a local feature descriptor that can automatically focus on relevant parts of
the image, such that for every keypoint a greater emphasis is given to pixels with neighboring depth.
Description:
Matching two images with the current local descriptors usually fails when they
are related by a strong viewpoint change. This is partly due to the fact that the
current descriptors only rely on a 2D reasoning and describe uniformly all the
neighboring pixels of a keypoint.
The goal of this project is to leverage 3D information (depth) to help the
descriptors focus on the most relevant parts of the image for each keypoints.
For example the descriptor of a keypoint located in the foreground of the
image should focus more on pixels belonging to the foreground and ignore
pixels in the background, and conversely for keypoints in the background.
Two different kinds of descriptors can be learned in this project, both building on top of state-of-the-art descriptors:
Patch descriptors, extending ContextDesc [1].
Dense descriptors on full images, building on recent methods like SuperPoint [2] or D2Net [3].
[1] Luo, Zixin et al., ContextDesc: Local Descriptor Augmentation with Cross-Modality Context, CVPR 2019
[2] Daniel DeTone et al., SuperPoint: Self-Supervised Interest Point Detection and Description, CVPR 2018
[3] Mihai Dusmanu et al., D2-Net: A Trainable CNN for Joint Description and Detection of Local Features, CVPR 2019

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Good knowledge of Python (Pytorch or Tensorflow) and deep learning

Rémi Pautrat
<remi.pautrat@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Will the apple fall on Newton?

Goal: Estimate the direction of gravity in 2D images.

Description:
Machines have no prior on gravity and how the world is supposed to work. Knowing the direction of gravity has multiple
applications on computer vision, such as rotating an image to put it upright, or predicting movements over several frames.
In this work, we aim at predicting the direction of gravity, given a single image. In most images, the axis of gravity can be
inferred through multiple cues, such as the position of the sky, the horizon line, and vertical structures (e.g. trees and walls). In
order to leverage all these cues in a single model able to generalize to multiple scenes (including inside and outside), we will
use a convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract the relevant features and regress the direction of gravity.
This project can be implemented in different ways: reimplement and improve the current state-of-the-art methods [1] [2] for
this task; implement simple heuristics (e.g. based on gradient) to get simple baselines and then implement a network to
directly regress the gravity direction, potentially levering semantics information of the scene; mix learned and handcrafted
filters to obtain a lightweight gravity predicting network similar to [3].
All approaches will be applied to real applications to evaluate the increase in performance by using upright images.
[1] Wenqi Xian et al., UprightNet: Geometry-Aware Camera Orientation Estimation from Single Images, ICCV 2019
[2] Manuel López-Antequera, Deep Single Image Camera Calibration with Radial Distortion, CVPR 2019
[3] Axel Barroso-Laguna et al, Key.Net: Keypoint Detection by Handcrafted and Learned CNN Filters, ICCV 1029

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Good knowledge of Python (Pytorch) and deep learning,
Experience with SfM and COLMAP is a plus

Mihai Dusmanu <mihai.dusmanu@inf.ethz.ch>
Rémi Pautrat <remi.pautrat@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Keypoint Based Retrieval

Goal:
Design a global descriptor based on keypoint locations
Description:
Hand-crafted image retrieval methods such as Bag-of-Words / VLAD / Fisher vectors are constructed from local
descriptors extracted from the input image and disregard completely the locations of detected keypoints. Similarly,
learnable counterparts (NetVLAD, DIR, …) densely extract descriptors using a CNN and aggregate them by a global
pooling layer. DELF, a state-of-the-art method, uses coarse local features for retrieval coupled with geometric
verification in order to better disambiguate the scenes. This project aims at investigating the feasibility of a
keypoint-only retrieval system (similar to [1], but in 2D) that exploits the structure of detected local features in a given
image using Point Cloud Networks [2, 3] and / or Graph Networks [4, 5]. Further down the line, descriptors could be
integrated in this pipeline (e.g., intra-image edges in [6]) in order to chase the state-of-the-art in image retrieval.
[1] PointNetVLAD: Deep Point Cloud Based Retrieval for Large-Scale PlaceRecognition, Mikaela Angelina Uy & Gim Hee Lee, CVPR 2018
[2] PointNet: Deep Learning on Point Sets for 3D Classification and Segmentation, Charles R. Qi et al., NeurIPS 2017
[3] PointNet++: Deep Hierarchical Feature Learning on Point Sets in a Metric Space, Charles R. Qi et al., arXiv 2017
[4] Graph Neural Networks: A Review of Methods and Applications, Jie Zhou, Ganqu Cui, Zhengyan Zhang et al., arXiv 2018
[5] Dynamic Graph CNN for Learning on Point Clouds, Yue Wang et al., arXiv 2018
[6] SuperGlue: Learning Feature Matching with Graph Neural Networks, Sarlin et al., arXiv 2019

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Python, Deep Learning (PyTorch), 3D Computer Vision

Mihai Dusmanu <mihai.dusmanu@inf.ethz.ch>
Paul-Edouard Sarlin <psarlin@ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

CODE: Coherence based decision
boundaries for feature correspondence
Goal: Implement CODE1 in python and evaluate it in different setups than the
original paper
Description:
Keypoint location information is often used in matching to improve over the baseline descriptor nearest neighbor by looking for
coherence between nearby keypoints. Among several methods proposed in the last years, CODE1 uses few reliable matches
to fit a motion model, which is then used to accept less reliable matches which are consistent with the expected local motion,
reaching state-of-the-art level performance in matching and localization scores. However, the method has not been made
open-source and the available binaries only work in very constrained settings that do not allow a complete assessment of the
performance of the method in resource-constrained scenarios.
We therefore ask the students to implement an open-source version of CODE and evaluate the algorithm with varying type
and density of keypoints, both in terms of speed and accuracy.
[1] Lin, Wen-Yan, et al. "CODE: Coherence based decision boundaries for feature correspondence." IEEE transactions on pattern analysis and machine
intelligence 40.1 (2017): 34-47.

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:
Luca Cavalli <lcavalli@ethz.ch>

Python, PyTorch/cuda

3D Vision 2020

Semantic features for localization

Goal: Detect and map higher level features and use them for localization

Description:
Modern visual localization pipelines still largely rely on recognizing small patches in the environment. This can be very
accurate, but often fails under appearance changes.
In this project you should detect and extract higher level features in the environment, e.g. street signs or text, and store them
in an appearance-independent representation in a map. Afterwards you should explore how useful these features are for
localization, i.e., can you use them to correct drift in a VO system or even estimate an absolute pose without a prior?
The expected tasks for this project are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select suitable datasets for your setting
Select a feature detector and possibly adapt (retrain) it to suit your needs
Develop a suitable map representation and robust mapping algorithm
Perform localization experiments

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:
Marcel Geppert <marcel.geppert@inf.ethz.ch>

Some machine learning experience,
Experience with geometric computer vision, SfM, localization

3D Vision 2020

Object Mesh Reconstruction using Azure Kinect

Goal:

Create a precise object model automatically using RGBD camera (ToF camera)

Description:
Recently, many smart phone companies employ ToF camera for AR / VR / image process purposes. However, the current way
to reconstruct object meshes is inefficient. Our goal is to perform accurate automatic object reconstruction using this ToF
camera (Azure Kinect).
As a first step, we will use SLAM to scan the scenes and to get the pose of camera. Using this information, we can get 3D
point clouds of the scenes. After then, we will remove the background of the 3d point clouds by comparing two scenes. To
make the object mesh complete, we will match 3d geometric features with the partial point clouds of the object.
If it is possible, we can do a small experiment to correct system bias of Azure Kinect so that we can get better quality object
meshes.

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

Python, C++, Azure Kinects, 3D Vision

Taein Kwon <taein.kwon@inf.ethz.ch>
Silvano Galliani <sigallia@microsoft.com>

3D Vision 2020

Incremental Structure-less Structure-from-Motion

Goal:

Implement a Structure-from-Motion pipeline which postpones triangulating 3D points.

Description:
Incremental Structure-from-Motion pipelines work by alternating between estimating the pose of a new image and
triangulating new 3D points. To avoid the accumulation of errors it is necessary to perform local optimization, called Bundle
Adjustment, frequently. As the reconstruction grows this step becomes increasingly expensive, slowing down the
reconstruction progress. In this project we will explore a structure-less approach where we avoid triangulating 3D points and
instead perform bundle adjustment using the epipolar and trifocal constraints similarly to [1]. This will significantly speed up
the bundle adjustment (as points dominate the number of unknowns in the optimization in regular BA). Once the poses are
recovered for each image, we will triangulate the 3D points to arrive at the final reconstruction.
[1] Persson and Åström, Global Trifocal Adjustment, SCIA 2019
[2] Zheng and Wu, Structure from Motion Using Structure-less Resection, ICCV 2015

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

C++

Viktor Larsson <viktor.larsson@inf.ethz.ch>
Zhaopeng Cui <zhaopeng.cui@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

Rank-based ensemble of Keypoint detectors using
Deep Learning
Goal:

Implement Ensemble of Keypoint detectors using deep learning

Description:
Recently a novel method [1] has been proposed for learning keypoint detector robust to
transformations in the image, such as geometric transformations, changes of illumination
or image compression. The goal of this project is to extend this method to train multiple
independent detectors at the same time with additional regularization, which enforces
them to fire at different places. The project will include experiments using pre-trained
ImageNet models (AlexNet, VGGNet, etc).
[1] Savinov et al, Quad-networks: unsupervised learning to rank for interest point
detection, CVPR 2017

Requirements / Tools:

Supervisor:

C++

Lubor Ladicky <lubor.ladicky@inf.ethz.ch>

3D Vision 2020

